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DRIVES & MOTORS
FIRST EVER SPLIT
ROSENBERRY HUB
When a Saudi-based utility
company experienced operational
problems with the starting hub of
a critical synchronous motor drive
(that the OEM deemed obsolete),
Quartzelec was approached for
technical support.
Rather than fabricating
replacement components and
‘nursing’ others that were
increasingly unreliable, Quartzelec
suggested fitting a new
Rosenberry Hub; a cost effective
solution for synchronous motor
starting, often used for machine
life extension. However, upon
inspection it was discovered that
the in-situ vertical motor had no
suitable end-of-shaft location.
Quartzelec rose to the
challenge designing and
reengineering its original hub,
ultimately developing a totally
new solution to fit around the
shaft – creating the first ever Split
Rosenberry Hub.
Tel: 01788 512512

MOTOR TORQUE
MEASURED
Sensor Technology has supplied a
TorqSense system to the Formula
Student team at Lisbon’s technical
university, the Instituto Superior
Técnico, so they can develop a
high performance electric motor
for their car.
The TorqSense sensor will
allow the team to measure the
motors’ torque to predict its
behaviour once installed in the
car. They will be testing motors to
their limits in the test bench, so
should eventually be able to
predict completely how it will
perform in all circumstances.
The testing regime has been
developed so that the TorqSense
will be used in all bench tests to
fully model all the performance
characteristics of the prototype
motor. The tests will go a
maximum speed of 20,000rpm
and maximum torque of 30Nm.
Tel: 01869 238400

ULTRA HIGH TORQUE
BRUSHLESS MOTOR
Portescap has expanded the Ultra
EC range of brushless DC slotless
motors with the introduction of the
new 30ECT motor. This 4 pole
motor offers ultra high torque and
power (up to 245W, max
continuous) without compromising
on smooth operation and long life.
The new 30ECT motor is available
in two lengths: the 30ECT64 and the
30ECT90. The 30ECT64 and
30ECT90 motors feature our

patented Ultra coil technology which
provides unparalleled torque and
power density with limited core
losses over a wide range of working
speeds without friction and brush
wear.
These motors feature the
company’s patented high-speed rotor
design as well to sustain speeds up to
30,000 rpm. The 30ECT90 opens
new areas for slim/long package with
impressive torque capabilities, while

EFFICIENT FIELD
DISTRIBUTORS
Developed for applications in
modern, networked intralogistics
systems, NORD Drivesystems’
NORDAC LINK series provides a
convenient drive solution for flexible,
decentralised installation.
The efficient field distributors can
be configured for the specific
application and ensure quick and
safe commissioning, and thanks to
the integrated PLC can carry out
complete process control and
regulate processes autonomously.
This drive control for flexible
installation close to the motor is
available as frequency inverter (up to
7.5 kW) or motor starter (up to 3
kW) and provides what it takes to
make fast commissioning, simple
operation and maintenance possible.
All modules, components and
connections are combined using
simple plug connectors. In addition to
the high plug-in capability, integrated

INTEGRATED
OPTICAL
ENCODER

maintenance switches and switches
for manual operation ensure a high
level of user-friendliness. The field
distributor can be freely configured
for any application and is compatible
with all common bus systems.
The inverters are suitable for
horizontal, inclined and vertical
conveyors and provide lifting gear
functions as well as STO and SS1
safety functions according to EN
61800-5-2.
info@nord.com

COMPACT LINEAR ROTARY MOTOR
LinMot has announced a new
advanced version of its combined
Linear Rotary motor in a very
compact form. The PR01 and PR02
series feature a linear motor, a
rotary motor and force
compensation for the
vertical load mass
integrated in
a compact
housing.
Available from Quin
Systems, the drives can be positioned
completely independent of each other
or synchronised by means of a
higher-level control system. With the

help of the optional torque sensors,
closure, assembly and
bolting, applications
can be implemented
very precisely within a
narrow tolerance range.
The drive parameters
and additional integrated
sensors provide detailed
information such as the vertical cap
position, pressing or snap-on force,
closing angle and torque. In many
cases, this information simplifies or
eliminates the need for costly
subsequent testing or inspection.
Tel: 0118 977 1077
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the 30ECT64 bridges the gap in
terms of torque between the
22ECT82 and 30ECT90 allowing
high speed capabilities. Thanks to its
rugged design, the 30ECT can
sustain peak torque during 2s up to
1.3Nm (30ECT64) and 2.4Nm
(30ECT90).
Tel: +1 404 877 2534

EAO has introduced a new series of
stepper motors with built-on optical
encoders that simplify and
streamline the design of closed loop
motion control systems typically
found in equipment such as 3D
printers and medical
instrumentation.
Developed by Sanyo Denki,
Sanmotion 2H2 Series 2-Phase
Stepping Systems are available in
frame sizes ranging from 35 to
86mm and encoders from 200 to
1024 pulses per revolution. They
combine precise positioning, high
torque at low speed, stable stop and
hold and easy control with the ability
to directly monitor actual position,
thereby closing the feedback loop
and improving equipment safety and
reliability.
In addition, use of a Sanmotion
stepper/encoder combination will
save the time and effort engineers
expend in specifying and sourcing
separate dual shaft motors and
matching encoders and in the
process eliminate the warranty risks
associated with mechanically
mounting and aligning an encoder
on the body of a stepper motor.
Tel: 01444 236000

